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Executive Summary

Through an experimental study we explore whether advertisement interactivity, in the

context of tablet devices, is related to advertisement effectiveness. To do so, we

utilized three ad creatives including a static variant with a single, static image, an

animated variant with a slowly panning image, and an interactive variant with user-

browsable images (see appendix). Richie Ltd implemented per-device creative

randomization in JavaScript and one of the three creatives was chosen by random on

each device.  During the study period, 10208 unique users of Helsingin Sanomat

iPad saw one of the studied creatives split evenly. A total overall ad views was

36,683. Despite common intuition that interactivity is somehow correlated to ad

effectiveness, our findings seem to suggest the contrary.  Among all three ads, the

static version was the most effective. The static version of the ad, according to our

results, has on average a 2.09% conversion weekly rate, compared to interactive and

the animated ones, respectively 0.74% and 0.60% conversion weekly rates. Based

on our findings, it can be argued that the more the individuals “play” with the

interactive ad elements; their capacity to perform action diminishes. In other words,

the conversion rate decreases. Furthermore, an issue to consider is that this ad

resembles a more of a B2B type of context and as such these findings cannot

represent ads belonging to B2C contexts. Our recommendations regarding the study

at hand is that whenever companies are designing their ads to target a b2b or

professional clients, a static ad version should be considered.
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2 List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

HS Helsingin Sanomat

Aalto EE Aalto Executive Education

Ad Advertisement

B2C Business-to-Consumer

B2B Business-to-Business

DMP Digital Media Partners
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3 Introduction

The advent of new technologies in the area of consumer electronics has proliferated

rapidly in past few years and as such has greatly influenced how people interact with

one another (Jones, 2011). One of the latest developments has been the so-called

tablet device, which sales have increased rapidly since Apple introduced its iPad

product in January 2010 (Apple, 2010). Since then, there have been a number of

companies, such as Samsung and Microsoft, to name a few, that have introduced

similar portable devices with a touch screen and Internet access.

What makes these devices interesting for marketers and advertisers are tablets’

unique features that differentiate them from both smartphones and laptops

(Interactive Advertising Bureau Mobile, 2011). Some of tablets’ key features include

their lightness and thinness, high-resolution screens with multi-touch capabilities,

wireless Internet connectivity and downloadable apps that increase the devices’

functionality (ibid.). It is argued that tablets comprised of these unique features take

the best of both mobile and PC worlds, as they blend powerful hardware with

portability and intimacy (ibid.). Large screen size and deep user focus on tablets

enhance interactivity with advertisements, and formats such as videos, slideshows

and swiping options provide new possibilities for practitioners of advertising (Gartner,

2011).

Also remarkable is the global growth in tablet device sales in just three years. It has

been estimated that in 2015, 320 million tablets will be sold, the total amount then

reaching over 900 million tablets (Gartner, 2011). As a comparison, in 2010 17

million tablets were sold, 65 million in 2011, and an estimated 122 million in 2012

(Business Insider, 2013). In Finland, there were tablet devices in 17.6% of

households in May 2013 (Tilastokeskus, 2013). The number has quickly expanded in

only a year, since in May 2012 merely 8% of households possessed such a device

(ibid.).
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Having said that, what intrigues both practitioners of advertising as well as the

academics interested in this domain, is whether interactivity in the context of tablet

advertising is related to ad effectiveness? In this report we explore this broad

research question by means of an experimental study. The study was implemented

with three distinct ad creatives, all produced by DMP Oy. The three ad creatives

included a static variant with a single, static image, a dynamic variant with a slowly

panning image, and an interactive variant with user-browsable images.

The rest of the report is structured as follows. First we outline the theoretical

framework from where we develop our hypothesis. Next we outline our methodology

were we describe the study process as well as the method used to collect and

analyse the data. Then we explicate our findings and in the end we conclude with

implications and future research.
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4 Theoretical framework

The concept of interactivity has been of much debate for pas few decades within the

advertising discourse. Multiple definitions over the years have been put forward.

Interactivity has been conceptualized from the synchronicity perspective (Liu and

Shrum 2002; Shyam and Kim, 2005), control, rapidity and speed, participation,

connectedness, experience, and responsiveness (cf. Rafaeli and Ariel, 2007). Based

on the aforementioned, Rafaeli and Ariel (2007) suggest that that interactivity can be

crudely put into two categories, one focusing on function of features and the other

one on users.  A functional perspective emphasizes interactivity as situated within the

medium. One of the biggest proponents of this perspective Steuer (1992) argues that

it is in the system that interactivity occurs and it is through the medium that users

interaction can be measured especially through: speed range and mapping. While

the feature of speed is obvious, range refers to the number of possible actions at a

given time and mapping ‘refers to the way in which human actions are connected to

actions within a mediated environment’ (cf. Rafaeli and Ariel, 2007; Steuer, 1992:

86). Having said that, Steuer classifies the interactivity based on the media type. For

him, traditional media rank low on interactivity, whereas new media rank high in

interactivity. To this end, this particular advertising discourse has contributed

extensively in creating perceptions about interactivity as something that will save the

advertising (Liu and Shrum, 2002).

The user perspective defines interactivity in terms of users’ control. According to

Rogers 1995: 314), interactivity is “the degree to which participants in a

communication process can exchange roles and have control over their mutual

discourse’ (cf. Rafaeli and Ariel, 2007). This idea follows that the ability to control the

flow of information is the one that determines the degree of interactivity (Rafaeli and

Ariel, 2007).
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These two perspectives dwell into the concept of interactivity from either technology

perspective or user perspective (Sundar and Kim, 2005). How about the ad itself?

Can we talk about the interactivity from the ad perspective? On these questions we

turn next. Within the advertising research ads can be categorized on two groups –

the functional perspective and the contingency one. The functional perspective

suggests that ads incorporate attributes such as feedback forms, chat forums,

downloads, to name a few. These attributes are thought to offer a rich environment

for dialogue between the sender and the receiver. The functional perspective of

advertisements is also peculiar in terms of features such as audio and video,

attributes such as the presence of choice and control, process e.g. reciprocal

communication, or outcomes e.g. user satisfaction. From this perspective, therefore,

we derive that the more an ad comprises the above elements, the more interactive it

is. Research belonging to this domain has shown that interactivity cultivates positive

perceptions of site content (Sundar and Kim, 2005). These studies, however, do not

provide evidence that ad interactivity is related to ad effectiveness per se, not to

mention the context of tablet advertisement.

The contingency perspective is transactional in nature, stressing out the behavioural

nature of interaction between the user and the system. Based in this perspective,

interactivity occurs when messages are dependent upon previous messages as well

as those that come before them in a threaded manner (Sundar and Kim, 2005). This

perspective, should be noted, has predominantly been looking at the ads appearing

in the webpages. It is within the webpages that perceptions about an ad can depend

on the content surrounding the webpage. Unlike the ads appearing in webpages, ads

appearing in the tablet device eReader contexts, ads surround a full page having no

other magazine, or page content appearing alongside the ad. This sort of advertising

is pertinent to eReader devices and as such enables us to readdress the question of

ad interactivity and its relation to effectiveness.  Having said that, Liu and Shrum

(2002) have argued that interactivity can be beneficial in some advertising contexts

and detrimental in other contexts. A context, we argue, were interactive advertising is
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not desired is one pertinent or related to B2B contexts. In these kinds of

circumstance, individuals are prone to get to the point and conduct the actions

without much delay. Based on the aforementioned, we posit that a static version of

an ad is positively related to ad effectiveness. On the other hand, we posit, that due

to the nature of the animated ad and the interactive ad - i.e. the media richness

pertinent to both types – there is no statistical difference between each other. In other

words, the static ad is more effective than the animated and the interactive ads, but

the animated and the interactive ads do not substantially differ between each other.
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5 Methodology

The Aalto EE iPad advertising study was implemented in early October 2013 with

three distinct ad creatives, all produced by DMP Oy (see appendix). The three ad

creatives included a static variant with a single, static image: a dynamic variant with a

slowly panning image, and an interactive variant with user-browsable images.

Richie Ltd implemented per-device creative randomization in JavaScript; one of the

three creatives was chosen by random on each device and the choice was then

stored in a cookie, so that the same device would always show the same ad variant.

During the campaign period, 4,067 unique users of HS iPad version 3.6 and 6,141

unique users of version 3.7 saw one of the studied creatives—the three variants split

evenly. These groups overlap as the user based migrated from one version to the

other during the campaign period. Overall, the number of ad views was 36,683.

User interactions - link taps and, in the case of the interactive variant, image gallery

browsing - within the study creatives were instrumented using the Mixpanel mobile

analytics platform.

Based on the data received from Richie Ltd, we constructed a 3 (ad: static, animated,

interactive) X 2 (format: portrait, landscape) experimental design. As already

mentioned, one of the three ads was chosen by random on each device and the

choice was then stored in a cookie, so that the same device would always show the

same ad variant. The ad effectiveness was operationalized in terms of number of

clicks per ad. The difference between the ads was operationalized based on the level

of interactivity. All three ads had one feature in common and that was the order

button, which is used as an outcome variable (see appendix).
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6 Results

The 3 (ad: static, animated, interactive) X 2 (format: portrait, landscape) experiment

analyses showed that the manipulations were successful – F (5, 42) = 2.684, p<

0.05.  When the experiment was performed, the dependent variable was the number

of clicks per ad. HS iPad application users clicked on the outcome variable (order

button). See table below.

Figure 1: Estimates of differences between the ads and the average daily number
of clicks
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Furthermore, based on the aforementioned results, the conversion rate per ad was

calculated by using the total number of clicks and the number of impressions. Based

on these calculations we derive that the static version of the ad has on average a

2.09% conversion weekly rate, compared to interactive and the animated ones,

respectively .74% and .60%.
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7 Conclusions

In line with recent research pertinent to interactive advertising, this study has shown

that the interactivity is not a straightforward construct. Our findings suggest that

interactive ads in the context of tablet devices do not necessarily lead to better ad

effectiveness. It seems that interactive ad features dilute the individuals’ capacities to

take action from the ad. This is evident if we look at the actions taken on the static ad

compared to the animated ad and the interactive one. In analogues terms, this can

be compared to the Internet shopping to some extent. Research show that most of

the people tend to quit the process of online shopping during one of the steps in the

process. This has led companies like Amazon to introduce one click button order. A

similar cognitive process seems to be taking place in the tablet device advertising. It

seems that the more the users “play” with the interactive ad features, the further

away for action they are.

Another managerial implication has to do with the ad conversion rate. The static ad

has on average a fourfold higher weekly conversion rate compared to the animated

ad and the interactive one. We believe that this finding should help and facilitate

organizations in communicating with the media agencies regarding this matter.

Having said that, the aforementioned outcome, we believe might be context specific.

The message in these types of ads is aimed at professional people, resembling more

of a B2B context. Based on this, we cannot argue whether pursuing a similar

recommendation on the B2C context might produce a similar outcome. To this end,

further studies are required in multiple media platforms as well as utilizing a larger

number of ads belonging to different industries. These sort of counterintuitive findings

require further studies in order to be able to make statistically generalizable

conclusions.
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Appendixes

Original Aalto Executive Education ad

Out of the original ad, DMP Oy made three other versions listed below, namely a
static ad, dynamic ad and an interactive ad.
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Static ad

Animated ad
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Interactive ad
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